In many applications of computer graphics and design, robotics and computer vision, there is always a need to predict where human looks in the scene. However this is still a challenging task that how human visual system certainly works. A number of computational models have been designed using different approaches to estimate the human visual system. Most of these models have been tested on images and performance is calculated on this basis. A benchmark is made using images to see the immediate comparison between the models. Apart from that there is no benchmark on videos, to alleviate this problem we have a created a benchmark of six computational models implemented on 12 videos which have been viewed by 15 observers in a free viewing task. Further a weighted theory (both manual and automatic) is designed and implemented on videos using these six models which improved Area under the ROC. We have found that Graph Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) and Random Centre Surround Models have outperformed the other models.
INTRODUCTION
Saliency has been discussed and implemented in so many ways on images and many computational models have been defined in this respect. Each computational model is at best as an individual technique and also has proven the psychology of the human visual system. There is no such method to judge an individual technique until and unless it is compared to some standard or state of the art. But comparing different models gives you the basic idea about how good a model is and how bad a model is.
Previously, many people have done comparison between models and got results to improve the technique but this has been done only on static images (Judd et al., 2012) ; (Privitera and Stark, 2000) ; (Parkhurst et al., 2002) ; (Ouerhani, 2003) ; (Elazary and Itti, 2008) ; (Henderson et al., 2007) ; (Bruce and Tsotsos, 2006) ; (Itti, 2005) ; (Peters et al., 2005) ; (Yubing et al., 2010) ; (Yubing et al., 2011) . Our goal is to pick up certain saliency models (Borji and Itti, 2010) and apply them on videos. After applying these models on the videos we will compare these models with each other and generate fixation map, through which we compute the Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC score) (Borji et al., 2013a) ; (Borji et al., 2013b) .
(AUC) and set our own benchmark in which we will only be dealing with videos. Further, we have designed a weighted algorithm for saliency computation. It includes both manual and automatic weight assigning. For this AUC is also calculated.
For performing our goal we have taken a dataset (Hadizadeh et al., 2012) which includes 15 observer and 6 models which we will be comparing. These models will be applied on 12 videos having the following details (name and frames) are Foreman (300 frames), Bus (150 frames), City (300 frames), Crew (300 frames), Flower Garden (250 frames), Mother and Daughter (300 frames), Soccer (300 frames), Stefan (90 frames), Mobile Calendar (300 frames), Harbor (300 frames), Hall Monitor (300 frames) and Tempete (260 frames).The dataset which we are using is generated with a free viewing task, it states that the participants are not restricted to see particular object in the scene.
No doubt the models are very near to the human visual system but a small difference still shows there is a big room for improvement.
CONTRIBUTION
We have made the following contribution to the computational models and the human fixations:  We have used only 6 saliency models (which are the major attention models in last ten years).  We have applied these models on 12 videos.  For each video with having specified number of frames we have computed their saliency maps with all the said 6 models.  We have used the eye tracking dataset of 15 observers for creating the fixation map for each video.  We have calculated the AUC (Borji et al., 2013a) ; (Borji et al., 2013b) score as scoring metric for all the videos, each containing specified frames.  Most importantly we have designed our own "weighted optimal algorithm" which assigns weight to the models automatically also manually as "user weighted algorithm" and computed the AUC (Borji et al., 2013a) ; (Borji et al., 2013b) scores, hence giving out weighted combination of models showing the best possible results.
SALIENCY MAP AND COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
All the computational models follow the same procedure in computing the saliency map. The main ides was first introduced by Itti and Koch (Koch and Ullman, 1985) . The saliency map is basically generated on the basis of features in parallel and by combining the features values gives us the saliency map. To compute different features at different scales the model computes many pyramids of the input image. Most commonly used image features are intensity, colour and orientation. These features are again divided into sub features. The feature maps are generated through centre surround method or difference of Gaussian (DoG) (Young, 1987) . These features map are added up and finally normalized and weighted combined giving up the saliency map. This technique is purely bottom up. Models do use top down technique too (Borji and Itti, 2010) .
In videos models are applied to each frame for computing the saliency map. Then these frames are again synchronized to the videos. The procedure for generating the saliency map varies a little bit according to the each computational model. But the main idea remains the same.
The models which we are using for generating saliency map are as follows.
1) The first model which we are using is by Achanta et al., (2008 (Harel et al., 2007) 
(GBVS) is a two steps procedure which contains making of activation maps on specific feature channels and then normalizes it according to the others map which it has to combine with. 5) The fifth model we have is called random
surround (Vikram et al., 2012) (Guo et al., 2008) 
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Our proposed methodology consists of 6 saliency computational models which we are applying on videos and computing their saliency maps. The computational models which we are using are Spatio-temporal Saliency Detection through Fourier transform (Guo et al., 2008) , Random Surround model (Vikram et al., 2012) , Saliency detection on Wavelets (Nevrez et al., 2013) , Graph based Visual Saliency Model (Harel et al., 2007) , Context Aware Saliency Model (Goferman et al., 2010) and Achanta et al., (2008) model. These 6 models are applied to 12 video sets each containing specified frames. For instance, the first model is applied to a 12 video which gives us the saliency maps according to number of frames of the video and by using the similar pattern all the models have been applied to all the videos each giving us saliency maps depending on their number of frames. Now the dataset (Hadizadeh et al., 2012 ) which we are using have been viewed by 15 observers in a free viewing scenario and their eye tracking data is used to compute fixation map for frames of a video. These fixation maps are computed for all the 12 videos sets. So we have the saliency maps for all the videos along with the fixation maps. These fixation maps are then used for the calculation of AUC score.
We are using the Ali Borji's (Borji et al., 2013a) ; (Borji et al., 2013b) implementation to compute the AUC score to compare the results of the machine visual system and human visual system. We have calculated the score for each video containing different number of frames for all the 6 models individually. This process gives us the comparison of each model with another and its comparison with the human visual system.
After computing the AUC score we have assigned weights to the models. Mathematically weights are using the following equation.
(1)
In the above equation S is final saliency map computed, wi is weight assigned to model, Mi is the respective model and n is the total number of models. Here in our case n is equal to 6 as we have used six models. There are two methods of assigning the weights. i) Automatic Weight Assigning ii) Manual Assigning(User Assigning)
Automatic Weight Assigning
In automatic assigning there are three configurations for assigning the weights automatically. In first configuration of automatic weight assigning Model 1 has been assigned 0.8 weights and the rest of other models have been assigned 0.5, then model 2 with 0.8 weight and the others with 0.5 and this process carry on iteratively. Using this arrangement 6 combination has been made. In the second configuration 0.5 and 0.2 are the weights assigned to the models in the similar manner making 6 combinations. In the third configuration 0.8 and 0.2 are the weights assigned to the models again in the similar manner making 6 combinations. After weight assigning AUC score is computed with the weighted saliency map for all the videos. Basically we have chosen three types of weights 0.8 (maximum weight), 0.5(middle weight) and 0.2 (minimum weight).
Manual Weight Assigning
The second method for weight assigning is the manual weight assigning method. In this procedure the user enters the weights for each computational model depending upon the result of model. The process then computes the saliency map according to weights assigned by the user under the perspective of equation (1). After weight assigning, the AUC is used as a scoring metric to evaluate the saliency maps. Further, as we have used six models yet there is a room to add more models and see which models has fruitful result on videos.
FLOWCHART OF PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The following flow diagrams show the overall procedure of proposed methodology.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Saliency Models Results
The above results shows the saliency maps of six videos which has been obtained by implementing six models on them. By observing these models we can say that the models whose results are clearer and distinct may have better approximation or nearer to human visual system, however this is not the case and can be analysed by the results of AUC.
Model Performance for Videos
The above table shows the mean AUC score for the 6 models which have been computed on the 12 videos. As it can be seen from the table that in different videos different model has outperformed the other models, but in most of the cases it is GBVS and 
Manual Weight Assigning (User's Defined) Results
In manual weight assigning table, the mean AUC scores of all videos except video 6, 8 and 10 have been increased. This weight assigning is random depending upon the result of models (shown to user) before assigning weights. For this assigning we have selected or assigned the following weights to the models. 
Automatic Weight Assigning Results
The above tables show the mean AUC scores of IST, SEC and THIRD configuration of automatic weight assigning. The assigning has been made using the probabilities as 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2 as maximum, medium and minimum to the models in specified configuration. Using this behaviour three configuration has been made. If we see the IST configuration of automatic weight assigning, the weights are assigned as 0.8 and 0.5 in a manner that that in first module (MODULE 1) the weights assigned to models are shown in Table 7 . Using the same technique the modules of other two configuration has been achieved.
By considering the AUC scores of IST, SEC and THIRD configuration with the AUC scores of original videos, we can see that there is significant amount of increased. However in some cases, there is decreased in the AUC scores of entire videos due to error in obtaining the fixation data for it. This can be seen in Video 6. So, by viewing it overall there is 20 % improvement in the AUC scores using automatic weight assigning. However the individual increase in some cases is above 50 %. But we are more concerned by overall result. Depending upon this the best configuration which gives this performance is SEC configuration.
CONCLUSION
We have performed the comparison between 6 different computational models and their saliency maps. We have also computed the AUC of the saliency map for the accuracy of computational models for videos.
We have designed the weighted algorithm for the saliency maps and using this we have computed their AUC score as well. The weighted method is for both user defined weights and automatic weights assigning, thus make the algorithm more flexible and leaving a room for further enhancement and addition of further models, comparison in future work
FUTURE WORK
The future work will include that more videos dataset can be used for both parts. Further video dataset where observer is explicitly asked to view a certain object will be included, so that the performance of computational model is being analysed in not free viewing videos. More saliency computational models will be used to predict the human fixation in videos. 
